
MG/CU Club Aims & Objectives Included? Current constitution online? Opinion from DPFS & DPCS Comments Kieron

ICSMSU Badminton N N Invite Cannot ask for specific subsidy amount. Will it be open fairly to all abilities in the club?

ICSMSU Boat N N Reject Only open to seniors, men did this tour last year so it is a trip and could have been budgeted for.

RCC Canoe N N Accept Dates over Christmas - assume they will do just one of the weeks.

SCC Catholic N Y Accept Good

RCC Caving Y Y Accept Good

ACC Cross Country N N Reject BUCS - it's a trip 

ACC Dance N  N Invite Could they have budgeted for this competition? 

ICSMSU Dance N N Invite Could they have budgeted for this competition?

RCC Dance Company N Y Invite Could they have budgeted for this competition?

RSM De La Beche N Y Accept Good - confirmation places are allocated on first come first served basis.

ICSMSU Drama N N Reject Cannot subsidise performances, activities are mainly social ones with the aim of bonding, not the club's core activity.

CGCU Elec Eng N N Invite Does the trade show fit the A&O, how many days would they attend and how would places be allocated?

RCC Fellwanderers N N Accept Good

ACC fencing Y Y Invite Sounds good, but again could they have budgeted for it? Have they been before?

ACC Gaelic N N Invite A lot of talk about the social side of the game but will play a bit. No mention of how they will travel, flying?

RCC Gliding Y Y Accept Same location as last year but limited by where activity can physically take place so fine.

ICSMSU Hockey N N Invite Need to quantify and confirm hockey training/ fixtures with local teams. 

OSC Japanese N N Invite Intense training/ practise for international night - part of core activities?

SCC Jewish N Y Accept Good

OSC Malaysian N N Reject

Skiing - not a core activity. Say it helps people bond, settle and facilitates the difficulty of planning winter holidays. Will not be accessible to 

all due to cost.

RCC Mountaineering N N Invite No location given. Same as previous tours though perhaps some limitation on possible venues.

RCC Outdoor N N Accept Check the tour is not always in the same location without good justification.

RCSU Physics Y Y Invite?

How will the 33 places be allocated? Will need conformation this is fair. How many committee members are attending? Will need proof of 

flight prices and bus and train times to Geneva.

A&E String Ensemble N N Accept Good - rehearsing

RCC Surfing N N Accept Good.

ICSMSU Water Polo N N Accept Seems good, will need proof of flight prices and bus and train times.

ACC Women's Rugby Y Y Accept Need more rugby - will actually train with a local on the Friday but this is not in the application. Accept on this condition.

ACC Wushu Y Y Invite/ condition Condition - define how much Wushu would take place and state this in application.


